DARK DATA
What Does It Mean In
The Energy World?
65% OF DARK DATA IS HIDDEN WITHIN
NETWORKS, PEOPLE AND MACHINES

EVERY DAY, WE PRODUCE
2.5 QUINTILLION BYTES
OF DATA.
If that sounds like a lot, that’s because
it is — and that number is only going
up from here. Unfortunately, because
so much data is churned out at such a
massive scale, only some of that data
ends up being used in meaningful
applications. The rest is filed away into
oblivion forever, becoming what’s
known as dark data.
Though the name sounds sinister, dark
data is anything but. While it may
conjure up images of malware or
hackers hiding behind their screens,
dark data actually refers to the data
organizations gather but don’t actually
use to generate revenue. This can
include everything from archived email
correspondence to surveillance
footage to historical records and
more.
Over 80% of the world’s data is dark
and unstructured. That’s a huge
amount, and there are several factors
that contribute to its continued
creation.

As previously stated, data in general is
being created and stored at
unprecedented levels.

Global data creation is
projected to balloon to
over 180 zettabytes by
2025;
for comparison, only 4.4 zettabytes
were created in 2013. By the same
token, storage capacity is also
skyrocketing, meaning that we’re able
to keep all that data around for years
to come. But why does some of that
stored data go unused?
For one, there are minimal resources
available to extract and analyze all of
that dark data that exists in
cyberspace. Few professionals have
the skill sets needed to make good use
of it. There’s also a general apathy
towards utilizing dark data from
organizational leaders to begin with —
not to mention a hindering difficulty to
coordinate dark data analysis efforts
across departments.
So, if dark data is so difficult to
excavate and actually use, why is it so
important?

DARK DATA DRIVES
BETTER BUSINESS
OUTCOMES
Although our storage capabilities are increasing, there’s still a cost
associated with storing all that data. That begs the question: if we’re
paying to store all that dark data, why not just make use of it?

Companies can analyze dark data to understand greater
context and reveal trends, patterns, and relationships
that are easy to miss using normal business analytics. As a result,
dark data analysis is a critical key to greater workplace efficiency,
improved customer experiences, and better-functioning organizations
in the long haul.
Let’s say a customer contacted your business a month ago to
discuss a payment plan. Taking advantage of the dark data
generated from this call could bring you deeper insights than usual.
Instead of simply logging how the customer contacted you and when,
leveraging dark data can enable you to discover when your
customers are likely to contact you, what their preferred
communication channels are, and how to best serve their needs. That
means you can plan accordingly to predicted behavior.

ENERGY DATA IS
STILL A BLACK
HOLE
The energy ecosystem is rapidly
expanding, giving rise to plenty of dark
data that’s yet to be exploited. Not only
is energy consumption increasing
across the globe, but renewables and
IoT-enabled operations are picking up
steam, leaving scores of unused data
in their wake.

IoT devices generate up to
269 times more data than
what is normally created,
much of which ends up going
dark.
Instead of letting those insights go to
waste, energy companies would be
better off harnessing those deeper
insights for better energy system
management, higher efficiency, and
improved communication among
clients and stakeholders. As far as
digitization goes, however, the energy
industry still has some catching up to
do. Much of the industry’s data is still
logged with paper and pencil, which
keeps vital information out of digital
systems that can easily clean,
organize, and convert raw data into
actionable insights. Furthermore, only
a handful of countries have
implemented meaningful strategies
around their data consumption, but it’s
only recently that the value of these
strategies has been recognized.

DARK DATA
COLLECTION:
FROM IDEATION
TO EXECUTION
We’ve only reached the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to dark data
collection. Even today, there’s still
much to be learned about how dark
data can be harnessed to drive better
outcomes in every sector, especially
energy.
Looking at real-time data collection
can point to clues as to how the
advantages of dark data can trickle
down from enterprise energy players
to local ecosystems. But until we
come to concrete conclusions, we’ll
have to rely on the progress of
groundbreaking technologies, like
artificial intelligence, to help accelerate
meaningful energy optimization and
consumption. Hopefully, the energy
sector will be quick to realize the
potential of this untapped resource at
their fingertips.

THE DARK DATA
IN ENERGY
AND WHY WE MUST BRING THE
ENERGY DATA TO LIGHT
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THE STATE OF DARK
DATA IN THE ENERGY
INDUSTRY

Dark data is rarely leveraged to its fullest potential, as well as the
roadblocks hindering its collection across industries. Let’s take a
deeper dive into the current state of how dark data is used in the
energy world, how lessons from another market might help energy,
and understand how dark data can be harnessed for greater
efficiency within the energy industry.

In case you need a quick refresh, dark data refers to the data that
organizations gather or have available to them but don’t actually use
to its full business potential to generate revenue. That can include
everything from email correspondence to log files to security video
footage to that old filing cabinet full of contracts. All of those data
points could potentially be harnessed to generate key insights, but
instead , they sit idle and unused. With all that locked potential, dark
data could play a much larger role in the energy industry. We’ll look at
3 different areas of the industry for their opportunity.

HOW DARK DATA WILL
IMPROVE THE GRID
Dark or not, utilities and ISOs make data-driven energy decisions
every day. Energy’s complex system requires incredible amounts of
data on demand and supply to be optimized in real-time for smooth
operations. Increasing sensitivity to grid security, questions about
reliability due to the influx of distributed resources and a focus on
resilience in the face of climate events are increasing the need for
investment in new monitoring tools at the utility and ISO level.

The growth of IoT-connected devices is also driving a big data boom
in the energy industry. Smart meters, cloud computing, and other
emerging technologies are making data collection and analysis easier
than ever, leading to greater efficiency and a reduction of
maintenance and operation costs along the energy value chain. But
tons of useful information from these devices go underutilized.

EXAMPLES
SMART METERS:
According to a study from the American Council for an EnergyEfficient Economy (ACEEE), many utilities that have deployed smart
meter technologies have yet to maximize the value of dark data that
they collect on these devices. This prevents these utilities from
providing optimization services and better managing demand on their
own grid.
Dark data will have to play a central role in optimizing grid operations
and resources in the future. Other industries have tapped into the
potential of complex data analysis — why not energy?

MOBILITY:
Mobility has been greatly transformed by increased data availability.
The emergence of data-driven ride-hailing apps, like Uber and Lyft, has
fundamentally shifted how people get from point A to point B.
Leveraging data from local traffic patterns, GPS, public transit routes,
and internal data about the length of the journey, Uber and Lyft can
provide better services to drivers and passengers.
This is already a great gain in mobility data. Yet Lyft has taken a step
further, using broader data (such as gender and socioeconomic
status) and crossed data points to provide a mobility study during the
COVID-19 pandemic. These kinds of insights ultimately help city
managers and local officials with better decision-making processes.
Imagine for a moment that we were able to know more about the
customer’s energy consumption behavior and better predict their
demands, especially during a crisis.

ENERGY RETAILERS SHOULD
KEEP ITS EYE TOWARDS
TRANSFORMATION
Today, data is leveraged across energy
generation, trading, transmission,
distribution, and consumption. There’s
a general consensus on how this
existing data can be further leveraged
for future insights and giving
customers greater services, as
ongoing energy digitization and
decarbonization creates vast
opportunities for further data usage.
But it’s hard to determine what data is
missing or unavailable when most
available energy data goes unused to
begin with. Take the simple example
of helping customers better
understand the type of energy deals
that they are signing up for with energy
suppliers. Often this process is full of
dark data! Customers might not fully
understand or know key energy risks
or components that might be exposed
to market fluctuations. This isn’t
merely a problem of transparency but
also of wasted data.
Saavy customers and energy
consultants will recognize that where
there is risk there is opportunity. By
sharing with customers details about
the types of risks they might be
exposed to in an energy contract, you
have the ability to sell them on more
advanced offerings like demand
response, battery storage or on-site
solar.

This can build you credibility and you
also serve as a one person army
helping bring more data to light in the
ecosystem.
Innovative players in the energy space
(like Dash Energy) are working to go
beyond that, building tools that make
extracting, aggregating, analyzing, and
sharing data easier than ever before.
The more data is created, the more
important data digitization, analysis,
efficiency, and modernization
becomes. And the more that data can
be utilized by the customer for their
advantage.

The energy industry needs to
leverage the tools at its
disposal to make the most of
the data it generates.
When data analysis is pushed to its
fullest potential, it is a major driver for
energy efficiency — we just have to
keep pushing it to new levels of
discovery and intelligence.

WHAT DASH ENERGY IS
DOING TO ADDRESS
DARK DATA IN ENERGY
Previously, we talked about what dark
data means, and what its implications
are for the energy industry. We also
discussed the current state of dark
data in energy, as well as possible
solutions for its uses in energy
efficiency and demand response. Now,
let's directly discuss what Dash Energy
is doing to tackle the problems with
dark energy data — and how our
solutions help bridge the gap between
the multiple players in the industry.
Part of the reason for the challenges
with energy data is that so much of it
is unstructured and unorganized.
There’s no single database for energy
data that is easily queried and
indexable. That means when data is
generated in different forms from
either utilities, suppliers, consumers, or
businesses, the onus is on energy
professionals to manually sift through
the data and extract what they need.
This process is painstaking and timeintensive. What’s more, manual
processes open the door for simple
human error.

Take energy pricing data, for example.
Comparing prices is useful for both
energy brokers and their clients. But
when prices come with different
contractual terms from different
suppliers, brokers need to go through
the added step of reviewing contracts
and the details of pricing options to
avoid putting their customers in the
wrong deal.
Oftentimes, the more detailed
information about a client’s profile
also gets overlooked for the simple
fact that access to it can be
cumbersome. High level consumption
data might be easily available but this
often isn’t enough for a truly
customized detail. Often the best costsavings opportunities for a business
reveal themselves when sifting
through granular cost data or
understanding the processes of a
client’s daily operations to find ways to
improve energy management. While
this data is extremely valuable, it is
hard to discover quickly and to
manage.
Thus, the leveraging of innovative
technology to aggregate all of this
dispersed data and unlock its value is
necessary for the energy industry’s
evolution as a whole.

BETTER
UNDERSTANDING
YOUR CUSTOMER
WITH DARK DATA
We increasingly know more about
residential energy customers with
certain technologies becoming more
widespread: smart meters, smart
thermostats, smart home equipment,
and increasingly EVs. Service providers
like Tesla, Nest and Amazon help these
customers monitor energy usage and
display it in easy to understand
interfaces. By collecting their real-time
demand data and understanding more
about consumption behaviors, these
providers can sell services to utilities
that manage load or even reduce
demand to provide “grid services” as
well as regular consumer value.
But the dark non-energy data in this
scenario is still not unlocked. Consider
for a moment that each of these service
providers don’t know whether they are
servicing the same customer. Or take it
even further and share that data with the
energy supplier and utility servicing that
customer as well. How might the
ecosystem benefit from a richer
understanding of the energy consumer?
A holy grail for the industry is the ability
to predict load. By sharing information
about when customers get home from
navigation apps or when they use smart
devices based on smart-home
applications, utilities and suppliers will
be able to get more accurate pictures of
needs.

Something as simple as knowing
whether a person got a new Nissan Leaf
can be game-changing for infrastructure
planning.
Of course, we can use past trends to
predict future trends, but harvesting
unused data to balance supply and
demand is key to ensuring energy
reliability and efficiency. In the near
future, using smart meter data and
allowing more devices to share their
data can become a critical component to
energy efficiency and demand response
but only if service providers have better
control and understanding of that data.
Just as important in this equation is
learning how to share all those data
insights in a cohesive system, allowing
IoT-enabled devices to communicate
with greater efficiency, with a dash of AI.
Currently, there’s no consensus on how
connected devices communicate. Nor
are there incentives for data owners to
share their data. Data owners, suppliers,
and producers should be incentivized to
share their energy data, creating
opportunity for deeper insights to be
unearthed by other energy solution
providers.
We recently also discussed the
potentially game-changing impact of
Tesla’s new retail energy arm on how
data access could make the next
generation of retail energy suppliers.

The Dash Energy Solution
Having a directive that enables automatic data structuring is key to
solving energy’s dark data problem.

That’s why Dash Energy is working to
leverage powerful machine learning
technology that not only knows how to
locate data, but also how to extract,
organize, and analyze it for deeper
insights and more efficient deal flows.
The Dash Energy platform is powered by
its proprietary artificial intelligence
technology, called SmartScan, that
unifies data from various sources.
Teaching the AI system to recognize
various document types, as well as how
to correctly label the type of data in
those documents, enables the system to
automatically pull necessary data from
disparate sources at the click of a
button.
This removes the need for manual data
entry altogether. Dash also works closely
with brokers and suppliers to gain
understanding of their documents and
labeling systems and translates that
knowledge into training for our software
meaning the machine learning system
essentially gets smarter with each piece
of new information it receives.

Automated data structuring empowers
brokers to extract value from their
documents in a more efficient manner
than ever before. Brokers who aren’t
spending hours manually logging data get
more contracts out the door, faster, and
without risk of human error.
Take pricing data again, for example.
SmartScan technology automatically
pulls pricing information from supplier
documents and populates a centralized
pricing report with that data, enabling
brokers to make easy, apples to apples
comparisons without the need for extra
analysis. Brokers save time and energy,
and clients get the results they need,
quickly and efficiently. In the near future,
the Dash platform will be able to extract
energy data from any source, like smart
devices and internal software businesses
use, to aggregate with the data collected
today.
As an industry, having the capability to
analyze energy data from end to end,
from distribution to end consumer usage
can be a game-changer. This would
ultimately allow energy consultants and
businesses to make smarter decisions
and eventually more sustainable ones.

The Takeaway
Leveraging artificial intelligence and machine learning technology, Dash
Energy is working to meet the rapidly expanding needs of the energy industry.
Inefficient data processing and the existence of dark data pose significant
challenges to energy professionals. Communication between brokers and
suppliers is hampered by inefficient platforms and non-standardized data
formatting. Armed with the right tools, however, energy brokers, suppliers, and
businesses alike can leverage data for more efficient deals and push the
boundaries of their business to new heights.

get started

